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Abstract - Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are an instance of mobile ad hoc networks that aim to enhance the safety 
and the efficiency. In vehicular ad hoc networks(VANETs) raise challenges such as certificate distribution and revocation, 
avoidance of computation and communication bottlenecks, and reduction of the strong reliance on tamper-proof devices. 
This paper efficiently copes with these challenges with a decentralized group-authentication protocol in the sense that the 
group is maintained by each roadside unit (RSU) rather than by a centralized authority, as in most existing protocols that are 
employing group signatures. In our proposal Vehicles entering the group can anonymously broadcast vehicle-to-vehicle 
(V2V) messages, which can be instantly verified by the vehicles in the same group (and neighboring groups). Later, if the 
message is found to be false, a third party can be invoked to disclose the identity of the message originator.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) represent a 
rapidly emerging and challenging class of mobile ad 
hoc networks (MANETs). In such networks, each 
node operates not only as a host but also as a router, 
forwarding packets for other mobile nodes [1]–[3]. 
Vehicles form a decentralized communication 
network by means of wireless multi-hop routing and 
forwarding protocols. A wide range of applications 
can be enabled in VANETs (to name a few, we have 
emergency message dissemination, real-time traffic 
condition monitoring, and collision avoidance and 
safety), where communications are exchanged to 
improve the driver’s responsiveness and safety in 
case of road incidents [4], [5]. VANETs not only can 
enhance traffic safety but can also enable 
infotainment applications. The specific properties of 
VANETs allow the development of very attractive 
services such as the so-called comfort services that 
include traffic information, weather information, 
location of gas stations or restaurants, price 
information, and interactive communication such as 
Internet access. Also, it is possible to offer safety 
services such as emergency warnings, lane changing 
assistance, intersection coordination, traffic-sign 
violation warnings, and road-condition warnings. For 
those new services to make life easier rather than 
more difficult, they should rely on secure and 
privacy-preserving protocols that encourage users to 
participate without fear for their safety or personal 
privacy.  
A .Related Work  
The CAR 2 CAR Communication Consortium [9] is 
leading the efforts to create a European industry 
standard for vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication 
systems predicated upon wireless local area network 
components. In the U.S., the Intelligent 
Transportation Systems Committee, which is 
sponsored by the IEEE Vehicular Technology  

 
Society, has defined the standard for wireless access 
in vehicular environments (WAVE; see [7]). WAVE 
is a radio communications system that is intended to 
provide interoperable wireless networking services 
for transportation. These services include those 
recognized for dedicated short-range communications 
(DSRC) [8] by the U.S. National Intelligent 
Transportation Systems Architecture [9]. Security and 
privacy issues in VANETs have recently been studied 
by many researchers. Blum and Eskandarian propose 
a secure communications architecture based on a PKI 
and a virtual network controlled by cluster heads 
intended to counter the so-called “intelligent 
collisions,” which are collisions that are intentionally 
caused by malicious vehicles. This approach 
produces a remarkable overhead, and the use of 
cluster heads can create bottlenecks. Gollan and 
Meinel [10] propose the use of digital signatures 
along with Global Positioning System technology to 
securely identify cars, improve the fleet management, 
and provide new applications for In our system, 
vehicles only request a new secret member key when 
1) they pass by an RSU for the first time or 2) when 
their existing secret member keys expire. Since each 
vehicle only verifies messages from vehicles that 
have moved into the range of the same RSU and its 
neighbors, it can easily check whether the anonymous 
sender was revoked with the help of those RSUs and 
does not need to retrieve the revocation list from a 
remote centralized authority. This greatly reduces the 
certificate management overhead. Compared with the 
millions of vehicles in a VANET, the number of 
active vehicles within a range of a single RSU is 
much smaller. Hence, the system will not suffer from 
computation and communication bottlenecks. 
Although each party in our system needs a secret 
member key, the system’s master key is only known 
and stored by a centralized authority, rather than 
being stored in each tamperproof device that is 
embedded in vehicles. Furthermore, our system is 
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robust since, if some RSUs occasionally collapse, 
only vehicles that are moving in those areas will be 
affected, and our protocol can still work with slight 
changes. the private and public sectors. Considering 
the problem from a different point of view, Hubaux et 
al. [5] emphasize the importance of privacy and 
secure positioning, and propose the use of electronic 
license plates to identify vehicles. Although they 
recognize the importance of conditional privacy, they 
do not provide any specific solution to the problem. 
Due to the numerous RSUs sharing the load to 
maintain the system, its performance does not 
significantly degrade when more vehicles join the 
VANET; Hence, the system is scalable.  
Yang Tao, Hu Jian-Bin, and Chen Zhongin [1] 
proposes a practical and extendible privacy 
preserving system for VANETs. The below figure 
shows the architecture of practical and extendible 
privacy preserving system for VANETs.  
Management Center Subsystem: in charge of the 
whole management of the system. It includes the 
parameter configuration base and the Foundation 
Base. It comprises the key modules as following: 
grant modules (such as authentication grant, and trace 
grant, etc.), key management module, cryptographic 
engine module, policy management module, log audit 
module, visual presentation module, etc. 

 
Figure 1. System architecture 

 
As shown in the Fig.1 , the most important seven 
subsystems include:  
Management Branch Center Subsystem: in charge 
of the part management of the system granted by 
TRC. It provides the vehicle (in the area) identity 
request and cancel request, formulates the secure 
policies in the area, and supervises the execution of 
the policies. The subsystem includes the policy base. 
The subsystem comprises the key modules as 
following: policy management module, key 
management module, cryptographic engine module, 
log audit module, visual presentation module, etc.  
Trace & Audit Branch Center Subsystem: in charge 
of the event trace lifecycle. It should provide accurate 
vehicle ID locate service. The service has been 

strictly controlled to prevent the abusing or misusing. 
It includes the trace base in the area. The subsystem 
comprises the key modules as following: the trace 
entity management module, the trace algorithm 
module, log audit module, visual presentation 
module, etc.  
 
II. PRELIMINARIES 
 
A. Network Model  
 
Fig. 1 illustrates the network model that will be used 
later. It consists of a TA, a tracing manager (TM), 
RSUs, and vehicles. TA: The responsibility of the TA 
is to issue digital certificates for vehicles and RSUs. 
Also, it maintains a CRL containing the certificates of 
revoked vehicles. The TA is assumed to be 
completely trustable, hard to compromise, and 
powerful, i.e., with sufficient computation and 
storage capacity.TM: When the content of a safety 
message broadcast by a vehicle is found to be false, 
the TM should be able to determine the vehicle’s real 
identity. RSU: RSUs are densely distributed in the 
roadside. In our protocol, RSUs are used to issue 
secret member keys to vehicles and assist the TM to 
efficiently track the real identity of a vehicle from 
any safety message.  
Vehicle: Vehicles move along the roads, sharing 
collective environmental information contained in 
safety messages or requesting secret member keys 
from RSUs. OBUs are assumed to be embedded in 
each vehicle. By using OBUs, vehicles can 
communicate with each other as well as with the 
RSUs. The communication among them is based on 
the DSRC protocol. 

 
Fig. 2. Network model. 

B. Security Requirements  
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In this paper, we consider several security 
requirements in two communication scenarios:  
1) Confidential communication between a vehicle and 
an RSU and  
2) V2V communication.  
The first scenario has three security requirements: 
confidential communication, message authentication, 
and privacy protection; the second scenario should 
satisfy message authentication, privacy protection, 
and anonymity revocability. The detailed descriptions 
of the above requirements follow: 
 

 Confidential communication: When a 
vehicle communicates with an RSU, only 
that vehicle and that RSU are aware of the 
information exchange. In our protocol, this 
implies that vehicles send a request to an 
RSU for a secret member key without being 
detected by other vehicles and secretly 
receive a secret member key from the RSU.  

 Message authentication: If a message has 
been modified after being sent, this 
modification is observable by a legitimate 
receiver. In addition, if the message has 
never been modified, it confirms to the 
legitimate receiver that the message is from 
a legitimate entity.  

 Privacy protection: As mentioned above, 
privacy is an important concern in VANETs. 
In this paper, we consider the following two 
cases. If the communication takes place 
between vehicles and RSUs, privacy means 
that an eavesdropper cannot decide whether 
two different messages come from the same 
vehicle. If the communication is between 
vehicles, privacy means that deciding 
whether two different valid messages were 
generated by the same vehicle is 
computationally hard for everyone except 
the TM.  

 Anonymity revocability: The TM has the 
ability to retrieve the real identity of 
dishonest vehicles that are sending fake 
messages to other vehicles to disrupt traffic. 

 
III. ROBUST AND SCALABLE PROTOCOL 
 
Here, we propose a concrete robust and scalable 
protocol for VANETs. This protocol employs the 
signcryption scheme defined in [8] and the group 
signature scheme proposed in [3] as building blocks. 
The signcryption scheme is used to help a vehicle to 
secretly obtain a secret member key from an RSU, 
and the group signature scheme is used for V2V 
communications. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Basic ideas in the decentralized protocol. 

 
In our system, we let each RSU maintain an on-the-
fly generated group consisting of vehicles that 
occasionally enter the RSU’s communication range. 
The RSU will periodically broadcast its own 
certificate and its neighbor RSUs’ certificates to the 
vehicles within its range. When a vehicle V passes by 
an RSU, if it is the first time it sees this RSU or if the 
vehicle’s current secret member key has expired, the 
vehicle V and the RSU will run a KeyRequest 
protocol. V sends a signcrypted message ρ to the RSU 
to request a secret member key. When the RSU 
receives the request, first, it de-signcrypts the 
message ρ to obtain the plaintext m (which includes a  
session key, a timestamp, the certificate of V , and a 
signature) and checks whether V is entitled to obtain a 
secret member key (i.e., an anonymous group 
certificate), according to certain security policies to 
be detailed in specific implementations.  
 
IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS 
 
Here, we analyze the security of the proposed 
protocol. We will show that our protocol meets all the 
security requirements described in Section II-B. We 
first consider the scenario of a confidential 
communication between a vehicle and an RSU. It can 
be divided into two phases. The first is the vehicle-to-
RSU communication phase. This scenario has three 
security requirements: confidential communication, 
message authentication, and privacy protection. In 
this phase, a vehicle Vi that wants to join a group 
maintained by Ri first selects a session key, generates 
a ciphertext ρ by using a signcryption scheme that 
takes as input the session key, a timestamp TP, etc., 
and then, Vi sends ρ to Ri. Since the signcryption 
scheme we choose satisfies the message 
confidentiality, signature unforgeability, and cipher 
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text anonymity properties that provide confidential 
communication, message authentication, and privacy 
protection, respectively, it is easy to see that the 
communications in this phase meet the desired 
security requirements in VANETs.  
 
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
 
Here, we evaluate the performance of our protocol by 
comparing it with the up-to-date protocols GSIS [6] 
and efficient conditional privacy preservation (ECPP) 
[20], which offer similar security and privacy 
properties.  
A.Transmission Overhead of Safety Messages  
According to DSRC [8], a vehicle sends each 
message with a time interval from 100 to 300 ms, and 
the minimal data rate in DSRC is 6 Mb/s (for safety 
messaging, it is typically 12 Mb/s). In the following, 
we will consider two scenarios. Our analyses show 
that our protocol is practical in both scenarios. First, 
we consider a six-lane two-way highway, each lane 
being 3 m wide. We assume uniform presence of 
vehicles, with an inter vehicle space of 30 m. 
Vehicles are in movement and transmit DSRC safety 
messages every 300 ms over a 300-m communication 
range. According to [5],a vehicle can hear at most 
120 vehicles per 300 ms, which amounts to a system 
throughput of 1.45 Mb/s [(120 ?3.33 ?474 ?8)/(1024 
× 1024) Mb/s]. This throughput is much smaller than 
6 Mb/s.  
Second, we consider the same highway, but this time, 
vehicles are very slow or even stopped (i.e., a 
congestion scenario).  
The vehicles are separated by 5 m (including the 
vehicle length). Each vehicle transmits a safety 
message over a range of 15 m every 100 ms. In the 
worst case [5], a vehicle can hear at most 36 other 
vehicles per 100 ms. Hence, we have the maximal 
throughput 1.30 Mb/s [(36? 10? 474?8)/(1024 × 
1024) Mb/s], which is also smaller than the minimum 
bandwidth available of 6 Mb/s.  
 
B.RSU Service Efficiency 
 
Here, we compare the RSU service efficiency (the 
cost for a vehicle to receive a secret member key or a 
short-time anonymous certificate from an RSU) of 
our protocol with the ECPP protocol. According to 
the execution time results shown in [8], the measured 
processing time5 for one bilinear map operation τm is 
about 4.5 ms, and the time for one point 
exponentiation τe is about 0.6 ms. In the sequel, we 
denote by TV the computation overhead of a vehicle 
and by TR the computation overhead of an RSU.  
From Table II, regarding the computational cost, we 
can find that the RSU service efficiency of our 
protocol is slightly better than the efficiency of the 
ECPP protocol in [5]. In addition, our protocol is 
round efficient. To obtain a secret member key from 
an RSU, our protocol requires only one round, 

whereas the ECPP requires two rounds (for a short-
time anonymous certificate). A two-round protocol 
causes more delays than a single-round one. 
Sometimes, a vehicle may pass by an RSU at a very 
high speed. Hence, if a two-round protocol is used, 
the vehicle may not receive the secret member key or 
the short-time anonymous certificate in time.  
 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
A number of challenges such as efficient certificate 
distribution and revocation, avoidance of computation 
and communication bottlenecks, and reduction of the 
strong dependence on tamper-proof devices arise in 
existing protocols for securing VANETs. We have 
proposed a new privacy-preserving authentication 
protocol that efficiently addresses those challenges by 
considering the special features of vehicular mobility, 
road limitations, and densely distributed RSUs in 
VANETs. In our system, each RSU maintains an on-
the-fly-generated group within its communication 
range in which vehicles can anonymously generate 
V2V messages and verify anonymous V2V messages 
from other vehicles. Vehicles generating false/bogus 
messages can be traced by a third party. Our scheme 
has been shown to be robust, scalable, and practical. 
Furthermore, it clearly outperforms state-of-the-art 
alternatives in the case of dense traffic.  
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